
"Everything is a Freaking 
DNS problem"

dnsdist to the rescue



Hello!
I am Dominic

Working for cyon in Basel
Head of Software Engineering
@drdol





Preconditions

■ Dependent on vendor
■ Old software
■ Software has bugs

- NS delegation
- Max size of TXT record

■ No caching

■ Minimal fault tolerance

■ No stats or insights
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dnsdist to the rescue



“
dnsdist is a highly DNS-, DoS- and abuse-aware 

loadbalancer. Its goal in life is to route traffic to 
the best server, delivering top performance to 

legitimate users while shunting or blocking
abusive traffic.



Quickstart

■ Add repository 'repo.powerdns.com'
■ $ apt-get/yum install dnsdist
■ $ sudo dnsdist -l 1.1.1.1 8.8.8.8 9.9.9.9
■ $ dig swinog.ch @127.0.0.1 +short
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setLocal('0.0.0.0:53')
newServer({address='10.100.0.1:5300',order=1})
newServer({address='10.100.0.2:5300',order=2})
newServer({address='10.100.0.3:5300',order=3})
setServerPolicy(firstAvailable)



Batteries included

Console
Commandline console for live traffic 
inspection, controlling and configuring 
server

Performance
C++ 2011, Lua(JIT), lots of experience from 
running/developing DNS software

Statistics
View and ship stats/telemetry data to you 
preferred tool

Policies
Built-in policies for load balancing

Caching
Effective packet cache per pool

Rule/action engine
Drop, delay, redirect traffic based on rules



Policies/Pools/Rules/Actions
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addAction(
AndRule(

{
QTypeRule(dnsdist.TXT),
RegexRule("\\._domainkey\\.")

}
),
PoolAction('dkim')

)



Stats and insights



metronome.powerdns.com

Graphing as a Service
carbonServer('37.252.122.50', 'pick-something')







Cache

getPool(""):setCache(newPacketCache(10000000))



Cache



Advanced features

■DOT and DNSCrypt support
■ eBPF filtering
■Protobuf and dnstap logging
■ ...
■Go read the docs! https://dnsdist.org



~1500 q/s
Used to be more*

~70% cache hits

84% <1ms | 99% < 10ms
It's fast 👍

Absorbs traffic 
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~1000 q/s

~70% cache hits

82% <1ms | 90% < 10ms
It's fast 👍

Absorbs traffic 



dnsdist 1.4

New TCP stack
Event-based TCP handling

Privacy
Pseudonymize IP addresses

DOH
DNS-over-HTTPS

Security
Systemd sandboxing, drop capabilities

Stale data
Keep stale data on cache purge

More stats
New "frontend" caching stats



Current state

■ Dependent on vendor
■ Old software
■ Software has bugs

- NS delegation
- Max size of TXT record

■ No caching

■ Minimal fault tolerance

■ No stats or insights



LESSIONS LEARNED
■Put dnsdist in front of you DNS server
■ Safely iterate
■Gather stats and health information





Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me and my coworker at:
dol@cyon.ch / @drdol
aw@cyon.ch / Andreas Willi

mailto:dol@cyon.ch
mailto:aw@cyon.ch



